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News
Editorial
So, here we are. This time last year I
wondered if we would make it, but
most of us have, so a very Happy New
Year to those of you still with us.
I have been very gratified by the kind
comments I have received regarding
the NA7ter, both from members and
from outside of the club. My ambition,
when I took over the Editorship two
years ago, was to improve on what had
already been established and to produce a professional-looking magazine
that would appeal to the membership.
I think that I have achieved my aim, but
I could not have done so without the
support of the rest of the Committee
and, most particularly, without the numerous contributors who have sent in
articles and photographs. My thanks to
you all - and please keep them coming!

2010 looks like being a very busy year.
The Events Calendar (see page 23) is
already full of interesting opportunities
for us to get out and about and enjoy
ourselves. However, there are many
free days, so if anyone has any suggestions for events or, better still, would
like to organise one, please contact our
Events Co-ordinator, Dave Rix, or any
Committee Member (details inside the
front cover).
-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:The new user name and password to
access the on-line version of the
Norfolk NA7ter are one Page 1 of the
printed version, posted to members.
Please do not communicate them to
non-members.s.

Rick

The next edition of the NA7ter will be published in April.
Please let me have any contributions before 31 March.
Contact details are on the inside front cover

Membership News
Please join us in welcoming David and Rachel Johnson to the club. They live at
Alby and own a 1934 Special.
Following recent renewals, club membership (including partners and joint members)
now stands at 137.
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News
Christmas
Dinner
The Club’s Annual Christmas
Dinner was held on Tuesday
8 December at the Village Inn.
Forty-eight members and guests
were joined by our President,
Wing Commander Ken Wallis
and his son-in-law, Roy.
A raffle was held, which raised
£115 for Club funds. Many
thanks to all who donated prizes.
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News
Annual General Meeting
The 5th AGM was held at the Village Inn, Little Melton on Tuesday
16 January 2009.
Thirty-one members attended the
meeting, which was opened at 7.45pm
by the Chairman, John Groom. He began by wishing everyone a Happy New
Year and welcoming the members.
Following apologies for absence, the
minutes of the 4th AGM and the EGM
held on 17 March 2009 were read and
accepted as a true record.
John then gave his Chairman’s Report.
He thanked the membership for their
support during what had been a difficult year for the club and explained
how and why he had been approached
to become Chairman. Since he did not
want to see the club fold, he was
pleased to put his name forward. He

apologised for not being able to attend
all the club functions during 2009 due
to other commitments.
John concluded by saying that one of
his tasks that evening had been to ask
Henry Thorne to present the Thorne
Trophy to Nigel Wright, whose Austin
Special had been selected by the Committee as the 2009 winner. However, at
the last minute Nigel had been unable
to attend due to family health problems.
Since the Secretary was absent, the
next item was the Treasurer’s Report.
Matt Dingle presented the accounts
which he then summarised by informing the meeting that we had started the

“Have I done the right thing?” wonders
the newly-elected Secretary, Philip Jepson (right)
January 2010
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year with £1412.54 and finished the
year with £1594.28, giving a profit for
2009 of £181.74.
Going into more detail, he explained
that the Committee’s decision to provide a professionally-printed NA7ter
for all members had cost just over
£400. Postage costs had risen by 10%,
but we had purchased stamps in bulk
prior to the increase and still had stock
of over 200. Grille badges continued to
sell well and we are nearly at the breakeven point on the purchase cost. The
Christmas Dinner and Raffle continues
to be our biggest money earner after
subscriptions. Due to the reduction of
interest rates, interest on the Club’s account went from £25 in 2008 to 91p in
2009. This year the accounts were inspected and signed off by a nominated
club member, thus saving £75 accountants’ fees.
Matt concluded by anticipating that the
club would break even in the 15
months to April 2011. While our income will cover the cost of five editions of the NA7ter, the club will make
a loss on the distribution of the A7CA
Grey Magazine, as the subscription
will not cover the postage. It may be
necessary to increase this element of
the membership fee in 2011.
Matt then turned to membership and
told the meeting that on January 2009
the club had 78 members. Seven more
had joined during the year. So far, 71
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members had renewed their membership.
The next item on the agenda was the
election of Officers and Committee
Members. The Chairman and Treasurer were both re-elected. However,
since the Secretary was absent and had,
sadly, disqualified himself by not renewing his membership, he was not eligible for re-election and the post
became vacant. The Chairman invited
nominations from the floor and Philip
Jepson volunteered. He was duly elected.
The Committee were all re-elected, together with Paul Maulden and Jim
Hunt as additional Committee Members.
Dave Rix, the Events Co-ordinator,
gave a summary of 2009’s highlights which included winning the East Anglian Austin Seven Trophy - and
thanking those members who had organised events during the year. He
looked forward to 2010, closing with
an appeal to all members to come forward with suggestions for events.
Under Any Other Business, Matt Dingle raised the subject of acknowledgements of membership renewals. It was
agreed that future renewal forms
would have a tick-box so that those
who required an acknowledgement
could make that request.
The meeting closed at 8 40pm.

Norfolk NA7ter

News
Beware the Dreaded Camera
Dave Rix explains how a game of bowls cost him 70 quid!
I had left my specs at the indoor bowls
venue at Shotford (near Harleston) and
after returning for them I was hurrying
home when I was nicked for doing
70mph along the A143 near Bungay.
This led to a demand for £60 OR £70 if
I would prefer to attend a Speed Management Course at the University
Sport Village. This meant no penalty
points would be awarded me and my licence would remain clean as the driven
snow. It is, they said, a four hour
course with plenty of coffee and tea
and a break halfway through.
After a bit of deliberation I decided to
give it a go and at 9am one morning,
myself and 24 other speedsters took
our place with five to a table in a room
at the village complex with two guys

who would show us the error of our
ways. After introductions all round we
were told that anybody who may be
standing in for someone else should
leave the course and no action would
be taken, as to do this is a criminal offence and could carry a prison sentence. Nobody left! It was then
explained that the morning was not to
be any kind of test or examination--just a cause and effect discussion about
aspects of speeding.
At this point our driving licences were
checked, we were handed pencils and
paper and the lessons began. As a lighthearted start each table was asked to total the teams age and number of cars
owned and our lot came top on both
counts, my contribution of sixty nine

From

Punch
1919
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years and five cars helping somewhat!
A general talk on why people speed,
the effects of aggression, impatience
and bad manners followed with short
films showing the results of collisions
at various speeds involving both cars
and pedestrians. One of the speed management team said they no longer use
the term 'accident' as a true accident is
an unavoidable occurrence, whereas
most so called road accidents are
caused by one (or both) of the parties’
misjudgement, speeding, or other human error and could have been avoided
with more care.

camera technology also now means
that few cautions are given for transgressions as every thing is recorded
and a line of speeding cars can all individually be nicked, not just front or the
rear ones.

Each table of five were given a subject
to discuss amongst themselves and to
give their opinion and comments after
talking it over, for instance - “the merits of driving slowly” was our remit
whilst others had the opposite as their
task. Other subjects were the effects of
car design on safety, also what did
teams think has been the biggest influence on “in car” safety over the last
twenty years. We also learned of the
sometimes unfortunate effects of the
use of air bags (also the somewhat
complicated arrangement regarding
them and the front seats). This lively
and stimulating debate was most enjoyable.

Road signs, markings and observation
(or more correctly non observation in
our tables case) with several short
films of what we did or didn't see leads
me to relate the following:- Part of the
observation exercise was watching a
short film of two teams of three bouncing a netball around, we were to count
how many times the ball was bounced.
At the end of the film we were asked
what else we had seen going on. Many
guesses were made but not until the
film was shown again did we see a gorilla waltz across the screen from one
side to the other!

Other matters broached were the use of
mobile phones – how many responsible companies and transport firms are
banning their use “in vehicle” and how
hands-off sets are proving to be no safer than any other system. The march of
6

How to minimize the effects of being
in a crash were covered, one instance
being if you are turning right from a
main road onto a side road, keep your
front wheels straight until you move -- if you are hit up the backside it won't
fire the vehicle into the oncoming traffic. There were other little gems along
those lines.

It is impossible to relate the extent of
the course over four hours into an article, but this may give a flavour of
things and to me the whole experience
was both enjoyable and educational
and well worth a tenner, unfortunately
the offer of a course is once only, next
time it's pay - and points!
Norfolk NA7ter
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Resurrecting a 1932 RN Saloon
John Wyett, who joined us recently, describes the work so far...
As a new member with a car which is
still at the “fettling” stage I thought I'd
describe the work I’ve done so far. The
car is an RN saloon, made in 1931 but
first registered in April 1932. I bought
it in the spring of 2009 and I've spent
the last few months getting it to a state
where I feel reasonably confident of re-

January 2010

turning when I leave home in it! It's
pretty much original, battered and
“worn” everywhere, especially the interior which I've left as it is apart from
some flooring. (Can someone tell me if
these had rubber mats or carpets when
original, mine had neither to start
with).
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I've fitted indicators and lots of relatively minor mechanical jobs have
been done. The biggest job was resurrecting the sunshine roof as it had been
sealed, the runners had been hammered
flat and the sliding steel frame had
been welded shut. As you know, the
RN sunshine roof was designed to leak
and I expect it still will - but at least it
opens and closes. I've also rewired it as
turning the ignition on produced lots of

smoke when I first had it, from original
steel covered cables!
The car has been fitted with a Zenith
24T2 carb at some stage which was apparently a normal replacement in the
50's when the original carb wore out. If
there are any experts on setting up
these carbs I'd be grateful if they could
get in touch, it runs well but is far from
economical The engine grumbles and
rattles but does not smoke so I'm leaving it alone until the winter when I'll
decide what to do, as compression is a
bit low and all rice puddings encountered have survived unscathed!
One of the pictures shows where wasps
made a nest on the headlining when it
was laid up in a barn for many years.

8
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I know virtually nothing of its history
apart the fact that it was on the road in
London in the early 1960's. Anyway,
there may be something there of inter-

est, I should mention that Dave Mann
who runs the RN register was very
helpful when I asked him some questions.

A Letter from a Lady
It is a rare event for the Editor to receive a letter from a lady,
particularly one “of mature years”, but this arrived recently...

Hi Uncle Rick,
I heard my man promise to tell you
something about my life. However, he
is completely useless, so I shall have to
do it myself.
Hello brothers, sisters and cousins, I
am an Austin Seven and my dad was
called Herbert. I was born in 1937 and
he named me Ruby.
I started my life in the Southend region. I was very young at the time so I
cannot remember much, but I do remember going to work every day with
Mrs. Smith. In 1968 she retired and
moved to Suffolk and I came as well. I
had to learn a completely new language. I saw sheep, cows and pigs horrible smelly things - and I was left
in a barn close to them. I was still a
townie.
One day a young plumber turned up to
do some work. The first thing he saw
was me. It was love at first sight. Mr
Smith came out to discuss the work to
be done with the builders, but the
plumber was more interested in me “Is she for sale?”, I heard him ask.
“Yes” was the reply. I remember forty
January 2010

pounds changing hands and that was
me - sold! Then he went back to discuss the work in hand.
Over many weeks and months the
house was rebuilt. I was still in the barn
with the smelly pigs. When the day
came to clear the job away my new
man turned up with a big stockcar trailer. I thought at last, my salvation. I was
winched onto the trailer and off we
went to Halesworth. Fresh petrol was
put in my tank, my engine was turned
over with the crank handle a few times,
he switched me on, pulled the starter
and I burst into life first time. I overheard the old man standing nearby say
“Corr to hell bioy, start fuss tiome, thas
a good un” I did not understand a word
he said!
I was then refilled with water, warmed
up and off we went round the meadow
for about five minutes. We came back,
I was parked in a shed with more straw
and yes - more smelly pigs!
At the time my man was driving stockcars, drinking Adnams best and had
also found a pretty young lady and
9
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started to build a house. I was left in
that damned pigsty for ten years!
In 1978 his friend Don Hall asked if he
could “take me away and give me a
good seeing to” - more Suffolk talk. I
did not know what he had said but I
was happy to be out of that pigsty. So
off I went to Don's place. There were
more pigs, with chickens, ducks,
geese, swans, bantams and doves everywhere. This was a real farm, but at
last I was in a workshop.
First job was to clean out all the mice
nests and straw which had got everywhere it could possibly get. Then I was
stripped right down to my chassis, shot
blasted and clean painted. This hurt me
a bit, but I soon felt good.
The paint on my body was light green
and black. In the early 1960's Valspar
had been applied one Sunday with a
three-inch brush. This was all blasted
off until I shone like a shilling on a

sweeps backside! Don then called his
mate Rowley to come and spray my
paint back on in my real colours - British Racing Green and Black. I was all
put back together again and went to
Leiston to have all my seats rebuilt in
dark green leather. These did smell
good - how a cow should smell. My
carpets were replaced as was my roof
lining. Then it was back to Don's place
for a last polish. He called my man to
come and see me. He brought along the
new Mrs Maulden to see me as well.
He stood back and said “Blast Ruby,
you look good.” I sat quietly and
thought to myself, “Yes Ruby you do
look good, damned good!”
After some days of scratching some
pennies together, a cheque for a lot
more than forty pounds was handed
over and I was off to Wissett to start a
new life on the road with a new house,
new wife and no damned pigs.

Ruby and Her Man,
Paul Maulden,
spotted on a
recent
outing
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My new life on the road got off to a disappointing start. We did not go out
very much. We did a few shows sitting
in a field all day. Not much fun but I
did like the gala days at the Hewitt
School in Norwich. After some time I
did six weddings - this was great, as I
like dressing up. One weekend I went
to Cromer and Sheringham for a wedding, the next weekend I went to Felixstowe for another one. When I got
home I was very tired and had to rest. I
think I was ill. The next time I went out
I was still poorly and was sick. There
was oil and black water all down my
man's new brickweave drive. I had
never heard such language spoken to a
dear old lady. I was pushed back into
my shed and left.
After some time Uncle Pat turned up.
He is a nice man - a car doctor, you
know. Within a short time they had
taken my engine out, put it into a crate
and it was off to the Austineers to see
Tim and Dave. They soon had it rebuilt
and a lot more than forty pounds
changed hands again!
My man seemed very pleased at the
sight of such a shining new engine.
“How did it sound when you first tested it?” he asked. “Oh, we don’t test
them,” came the reply. “We do so
many they always fire first time.”
My new sparkling engine was back on
my mountings very quickly and ready
for testing. “Right,” said Uncle Pat,
“Fire her up.” Start first time? Not this
one! All the plug HT leads were “arse
January 2010

about face” he said - more Suffolk talk.
Pat soon had these sorted out and all
was fine. We had some good days out,
but there was more talk of building
again. By now it was the year 2000 and
I was to move again.
I was sent to Middleton to live with a
little lady - she would look after me
whilst we had no home. She was a
sweet little thing, bright as a button,
ninety-three years young and had just
sold her car. Her secret to good health
was to soak her cornflakes in whisky
overnight - but only White Horse
would do.
In 2002 I moved to my new home in
Halesworth. It has got a lot smaller garden so I can go out more. I have really
cracked it now, but my man is a fussy
chap. I have got carpet tiles on the
floor in my room, but now he has put
pieces of vinyl covered with cardboard
over some of them. A bit over the top I
think - an old lady like me is entitled to
have some dribbly bits. As if this is not
bad enough, when he starts me up he
puts an empty potato sack over my tail
pipe! But I do have central heating in
my room, which comes on when it is
very cold, so he is not all bad. Since
last April I have had to share my room
with my big sister Rosie, an Austin 12,
but we get along really well and she is
great company.
This is my story up to 2009 - I am looking forward to lots of days out in 2010.

Ruby
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BPC 197
Jim Hunt tells the story of his 1934 Box Saloon
About fifteen years ago, with retirement age approaching and the misconceived prospect of having nothing to
occupy my leisure hours, the idea of
owning an old car appealed to me. So,
completely green, I started looking at
adverts in the local press - but with
nothing specific in mind. The purpose
of my car ownership, since graduating
from two to four wheels in the late 50s,
was purely a means of getting from A
to B - I had never owned a pre-war car,
let alone an Austin Seven!

stood BPC197, looking rather sad and
lonely. We learnt that her place in Mr
Williamson’s order of interests had
been taken by an MG TD - hence the
intended sale.
After road trials, “speed tests” etc, we
decided to “go away and think about
it”.
As by now we had been looking around
for some time and having seen nothing
we fancied, it was decided to go ahead
with the purchase after negotiations on
price and successful completion of a
M.O.T. test had been finalised - I think
this is what is known as an “impulse
buy”.

After some searching (not having
heard of magazines like the Automobile, Classic Car Weekly, etc), Sue and
I saw an advertisement in the local
The next stage was to get this alien mapress “For Sale 1934 Austin Seven
chine home. It was decided that a
Box Saloon”. Following a
friend’s Transit truck was
telephone call to the
the best option, so final
vendor (a Mr
BPC at a Recent Rally
arrangements were
Williamson of
duly made and
Hickling) we
“BPC” was transset out to
ported to her new
view this
home in Taveralien vehiham. At last we
cle. After
had
become
arrival at
“Austin
Seven
Mr Wilowners”.
liamson’s
address we
Shortly after takwere escorting delivery, with
ed to his sisBPC sitting proudly
ter’s home, also
on the front lawn and
in Hickling, where,
me with my head in the enin a dilapidated garage,
12
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1953 - and Neville
Wicks poses with
his pride and joy BPC197

gine compartment, a voice was heard
asking “Is this your car?” It turned out
to be a man who lived just round the
corner and who promptly produced a
photograph taken in the early 1950’s
showing himself and his wife before
they were married posing with his
pride and joy – BPC197. Apparently
he had later tried to trace the car with
the intention of buying it back, but
without success, as BPC was “off the
road” at that time.
As the original registration documents
no longer exist, tracing the history has
not been easy, but here are some items
that have been passed on to us by previous owners:

January 2010

• The registration
number BPC197
was issued on the
22nd February
1934 in Surrey.
From then I have
been unable to
trace any ownership details prior
to 1952 when Mr
Neville Wicks of
Norwich (now of Taverham) purchased the car from a Mr Hunt (no
relation as far as I know) of Norwich for £140.
He used the car for general pleasure motoring including a visit to
Devon to visit his Aunt. In 1953
Neville and his father used
BPC197 as voluntary transport for
delivering Red Cross supplies to
flood damaged areas of the Norfolk
coast.
Neville was also a member of a
music group providing transport
for members with their instruments
etc strapped to a home-made carrier on the back of the car. He continued to use the car until 1955
when he sold it to an unknown
buyer for £77.
13
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• No further details are known until
Mr Roderick Collis of Cooks
Stores Lyng Norfolk took over
ownership (date unknown).
• In 1960/61 Geoff Meal of Lyng
became the new owner selling
again around 1963 to Robert Davison who used it until 1969 when a
rear spring broke as he drove
between Drayton and Taverham.
He sold the car for £2 10s as scrap
to Mr Mike Topson of Norwich
who repaired and ran the car
attending shows and rallies including a trip to Beaulieu with the 750
Club.
• No further details were found until
car enthusiast Roy Williamson of

Hickling became the owner around
1973. Roy continued restoration
work and used the car to attend
shows and rallies until 1995 when
he sold the car to me to make room
for his MG TD.
Since then, I have continued an ongoing programme of restoration with the
aim of returning the car to its original
specification.
It has been a learning process for me
and during the fourteen years we have
owned BPC a 1930 OHC Morris Minor
has come and gone. However, I am an
Austin 7 man at heart, hence the arrival
almost three years ago of “Primrose”, a
1927 Top Hat saloon to keep BPC
company.

2009 - and
Neville renews
his acquaintance
with BPC197’s
engine
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Wexford - A Bit of History
Continuing our theme of looking back at previous owners, John
Hazell shares a letter with us...
Back in March I received a letter from
Andrew Saul, who had discovered,
from the Norfolk NA7ter, that I
now owned a car that had been his in
the Seventies
It got me thinking as to whether there
might be someone else out there who
knew some more of the history behind
my car -WX 5542.

The car was first registered by West
Riding C. C. on the 8th October 1930
to a Mr. James Hedley Hodgson of 110
Highfield Lane, Keighley.
Between that date and the years described in Andrew's letter is a mystery,
as are the years after 1973. Can anyone
fill in some of the blank spaces?
Andrew's letter went like this:

Dear John,
WX5542
Forgive me for writing to you out of the blue. In a rare idle moment this weekend, I
Googled my first car - Austin 7 WX5542 -just for fun - and was astonished to immediately come upon your two articles on the Norfolk Austin Seven Club Newsletter. I
was thrilled to learn that she is still around - and enjoying the rebuild that she obviously needed!
I bought WX5542 in about 1969/70 for £40 from a chap in Windsor - probably
through an advert in Motor Sport. I was then aged about 13 or 14 living in Somerset
- upon the Mendip Hills. At the time the car looked as if it had not been used on the
road for some time, it had an aluminium body - the one in the photographs in your
June 2007 article (overleaf - Editor). The bonnet (which sported a very fine brown
leather strap) was hinged from the scuttle. The front half of the body was quite attractive, and the back wasn't! We had reckoned that the body might have been made in
about 1950.
I had no mechanical knowledge at all, so focused on sorting out the body, which was
fairly battered, and I had enough mechanical work done to get it though an MOT and
ultimately back on the road.
I painted her green with red wheels (she had been pale blue, with dark blue wings
and silver painted wire wheels) fitted new headlamps (the old ones were modern and
didn't match) and installed new instruments.

January 2010
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I ran her for a good part of 1973 and had enormous fun and plenty of breakdowns. I
remember one stretch of fuel pipe, which regularly blocked, I became adept at whipping it off and blowing through it - but somehow whatever way I pointed it the petrol
would always blow in my face. The body used to flex if cornering too hard, so that
each door would fly open in succession - I fitted leather straps to keep them shut.
Then there were the half shafts - which were a real problem - and the steering which
must have been pretty worn, because it would wander alarmingly.
After one breakdown (half shaft) my mother valiantly turned out to tow me home, she
assumed that the right speed would be around 45 to 50 mph - possibly the fastest the
car has ever been! It was a relief when the tow rope eventually broke........
I decided to sell the car in 1973, I remember some fairly “squiffy” purist who criticised her mongrel collection of engine, gearbox, brakes and rear axle. I finally
swapped her for some furniture (and perhaps some money) with an antique dealer in
Wells, Somerset, called Bernie House, He told me then - or perhaps later that he had
or was going to send her to an enthusiast friend in Australia, with (I think) a
container load of furniture. So I always assumed that was where she went. Imagine
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my surprise to learn that she is now in Norfolk, not far from where I have lived for
the past 35 years.
Interestingly, even in 1970 I did toy with the idea of fitting an “Ulster” body - but it
would have been completely beyond my ability and pocket to carry it out.
Anyway I hope the above is of some interest. Do you know anything else about her
history? (I don't think I had any paperwork for her other than the standard green
logbook - which must have been a recent replacement because it didn't say much or
anything about her history).
I am full of admiration for the skill and care that you are putting into her restoration,
and wish you very good luck with it.
Yours sincerely,
Andrew Saul.

How to improve your brakes - for just five guineas!

January 2010
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What’s On
The 2010 Events Calendar appears at the back of the magazine. It is already full of
runs and rallies and will be added to as the year progresses. An up-to-date version is
available on the Club website at www.na7c.co.uk.
The Club’s Events Coordinator is Dave Rix, who can be contacted on 01508 493419
or rixna7c@waitrose.com.

Club Night - Tuesday 16 February - Bring & Buy Boot Sale
The chance to get rid of your spare items and maybe pick up a bargain.

Club Night - Tuesday 16 March - Quiz Night
A General Knowledge Quiz for teams
of up to four people. We will again be
competing against the Jaguar Drivers

Club and attempting to retain the trophy we won last year. Please come
along and take part in this fun event.

Sunday 16 March - Daffodil Craft & Country Fayre
This annual event is held at Langley
School, near Loddon from 10.00am to

4.00pm. Please contact Linda Milburn
on 01508 528836, or Dave Rix.

Club Night - Tuesday 20 April - Getting Your Garden Ready
A talk by Tim Jellis

Sunday 25 April - Drive It Day
Drive It Day (DID) is always held on
the nearest Sunday to St George’s Day
- 23 April.
This date was chosen in 2005 by The
Federation of British Historic Vehicle
Clubs, to commemorate the 64 cars
that set off from London on 23 April
1900 on the first day of the ThousandMile Trial – an incredible undertaking
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which the FBHVC believes deserves
an annual celebration.
As yet we do not have anything definite organised for DID, although several members have put forward tentative
suggestions. If you would like to organise a run for DID, please contact
Dave Rix or any Committee Member.
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FBHVC News
The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs is a grouping of over 450
Clubs and Museums together with
some 1500 Trade and Individual Supporters. The aim of the Federation is to
uphold the freedom to use old vehicles
on the roads without any undue restriction and to support its member organisations in whatever way it can.

The NA7C is a member of FBHVC.
They publish a bi-monthly magazine
that highlights legislation and other
topics that may affect our hobby. Articles of interest will be reprinted here. If
any member would like to read the
magazine in full, please contact the Editor, or visit the FBHVC website at:
http://www.fbhvc.co.uk/

UK Legislation
Continuous insurance
There has been a sudden flurry of enquiries following media reports about new
measures to enforce motor insurance regulations. The reports were triggered by a
press announcement issued by the Department for Transport to coincide with the
publication of their analysis of the responses to the consultation on a 'Scheme of
Continuous Enforcement of Motor Insurance'.
There has been a series of consultations on this topic, going back several
years. The underlying proposal is to
undertake regular comparison between
the DVLA database of vehicles that are
licensed for road use and the motor insurers' database (MID) of vehicles that
are insured. The comparison would
identify vehicles that appear only on
the former, and keepers of those vehicles would then become liable to penalty, whether or not the vehicle
concerned was actually in use. Legislation to make this possible was contained in Section 22 of the Road Safety
Act of 2006, allowing the Secretary of
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State to make appropriate regulations
for the application of the new law and
to decide when it should start. The latest consultation was concerned with
the detail of those regulations.
Typically, some of the media reports
caused needless anxiety for some
whose vehicles were licensed, but temporarily out of use and uninsured, by
suggesting this was some new idea and
hinting that the new system was already in operation. A closer look at the
press announcement would have
shown the journalists responsible that
DfT expects the new enforcement reNorfolk NA7ter

FBHVC News
gime to come into force in the 'next financial year'.
At present, it is only illegal to use, or
keep, an uninsured vehicle on the road
- provided it is off the road, it doesn't
matter whether it is insured or not.
However, once the new regulations
come into force, and Section 22 of the
Road Safety Act of 2006 commences,
it will be an offence to keep an uninsured vehicle unless it is SORNed (or
has been off the road since before the
SORN system began in January 1998).
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FBHVC supports the principle of this
scheme as it believes it will reduce the
number of uninsured vehicles on the
roads. The obvious caveat is the risk
that a properly insured vehicle may not
show up on the MID for some reason,
such as being one of many vehicles on
a multi-vehicle policy. Owners can
check that their vehicles appear on the
insurance database by checking at
www.askmid.com - and we recommend that everyone should make that
basic check shortly after each insurance renewal.
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Sales and Wants
For Sale
The Editor has a large Wilmot Breeden Calormeter for sale. A bit big for a
Seven, but in good working order and
not used since being rechromed many
years ago.
£75
Contact Rick Fryer on 01362 696114
or rf.na7c@tiscali.co.uk

Wanted
Member Peter Metcalf needs an oil
filler cap for his 1931 tourer. All the
usual parts suppliers seem to be out of
this item at the moment, so if you can
help, please call Peter on
01379 854872.
The Editor is rebuilding yet another
engine and needs a decent crankcase
for a two-bearing engine with fuel
pump. Contact details as above
Russell Mills, a member of the Cambridge Austin Seven Club, is anxious to buy a
back axle for his RN Saloon. Contact Russell on 01223 292488 or
russellmills@yahoo.co.uk if you can help.

Club Sales
See the back cover for posters, badges and other Club items.

January 2010
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Sales and Wants
Clothing
The first items of Club clothing - polo shirts and fleeces - are now available. These
are quality items, with embroidered, not printed, logos. Details as follows:
Polo Shirt - Fruit of the Loom - available in black, bottle green, burgundy, deep navy, emerald, heather grey, navy blue, new purple, orange, red, royal blue, sky, sunflower and white.
XXXL available in black, heather grey, navy blue and white only

Sizes - S (35-37”) M (38-40”) L (41-43”) XL (44-46”) XXL (47-49”) XXXL (50 - 52")
Price £10.50
Fleece - Custom Kit - available in black, navy and steel grey.
Sizes - S (38") M (40") L (42") XL (44") XXL (46 - 48") XXXL (50 - 52")
Price £21.50
Please contact John Groom (01945 474196 or john.groom1@sky.com) if you
wish to order any clothing
The photos show Chairman John wearing both items in size XXL
Polo is Heather Grey and fleece Navy.
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NA7C Events Calendar 2010

January 2010
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Events

Please Note: All the above events and dates are subject to change
Visit our website at www.na7c.co.uk for the latest information
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And Finally...
Nearly everybody's got a motor car today,
Whatever make it is it is the best of course they say,
You can have your Morris Cowleys or your Essex Six,
But believe me they're not in it with my little bag of
tricks,
It's an Austin Seven, a little baby Austin,
The cutest little car upon the road.
I can drive it anywhere, you ought to see it clamber,
Upstairs, downstairs, in my lady's chamber.
It matters not at all if you think it's rather small,
But believe me boy, it's heaven.
‘Cause if you want to give the wife a run
without all her relations,
Well you cannot beat an Austin Seven
It's an Austin Seven, a little baby Austin,
The cutest little car upon the road.
I can drive it anywhere, you ought to see it clamber,
Upstairs, downstairs, in my lady's chamber.
It matters not at all if you think it's rather small,
But believe me boy, it's heaven.
It never stops but if you do you only need a shove,
If you drive a little Austin Seven

One day I met an omnibus that stretched from side to side,
Across the road and stopped up all the traffic far and wide,
I just drove underneath it and came out the other side,
In my dainty little Austin Seven.
Once I saw an advert for a secretary so,
I drove up to the office and the Manager said Oh,
As you’ve a portable typewriter you will suit us. I said No,
It isn’t it’s my Austin Seven
And once a motor cyclist drove up and staggered me,
Thank God! he said, I've found you, it’s alright now,
said he.
And in the place of where his little sidecar used to be,
He fastened on my Austin Seven
Once driving in the park, a nurse rushed up on us and,
Said, 'How dare you move, I'm surprised at you, I am”
She thought I was the baby she'd left sitting in the pram,
In my dinky little Austin Seven.

In my Austin Seven, a little baby Austin,
The cutest little car upon the road.
I can drive it anywhere, you ought to see it clamber,
Upstairs, downstairs, in my lady's chamber.
The house I live in hasn't got a garage and what's more, I've got a Ma-in-Law and you know how they jaw,
I don't intend to build one it's a waste of time, I'm sure, And she's fourteen stone eleven.
We've got a lovely cubby-hole behind the kitchen door, But she has to keep her knees up,
and it stops her chin from wagging,
That'll hold my little Austin Seven.
In the back seat of my little Austin Seven.
The other day I went out driving in a shower of rain,
And that's a thing, believe me, I shall never do again,
I skidded in the gutter and I got washed down a drain,
In my tricky little Austin Seven.

My Little Baby
Austin Seven

Recorded in 1932 by
Clarkson Rose
Clarkson Rose (1890–1968), born Arthur
C. Rose in Dudley, Worcestershire,
enjoyed considerable popularity as an
entertainer, songwriter, and author,
especially during the 1920s and ’30s,
and was one of the greatest of the
pantomime dames. He was married to
entertainer Olive Fox.

Club Sales
The following items are available from Dave Rix
(01508 493419 or rixna7c@waitrose.com) or at Club meetings.

Posters - £5 each
Longbridge-Produced Austin Sevens 1922-39
(27” x 39” approx)
Garage Chart (circa 1930) (36” x 21” approx)
“Chummy In The Lane” (29” x 21” approx)
Post-War Specials (27” x 19” approx)

2008 NA7C Mugs - £6 each
Fridge Magnets - 50p each
Stainless Steel Radiator Badges
£9.95 each
Also available

Vinyl Windscreen badges
Set of two large and two small badges

£1 per set
Binder for “Grey Mags”
holds 12 copies

£5 each

AUSTIN SEVEN BOOKS
from

MARGARET MOTORS BOOKSHOP
Bessingham, North Norfolk
Currently have the following Austin 7 books in stock

The Austin Seven Manual - Doug Woodrow - £45
The Austin Seven Source Book - Bryan Purves - £30
Men & Motors of the Austin - B. Sharratt - £25
Austin Seven Handbooks (Reprints) - various years - £5
Austin Seven Parts Books (Reprints) various years - £5
Plus many other books on old cars and related subjects

Contact Henry and Jennifer Thorne
01263 577366

